Current prostate biopsy procedures entail sampling tissues at template-based locations that are not patient specific. Ultrasound (US) coupled Transrectal Electrical Impedance Tomography (TREIT), featuring an endorectal US probe retrofitted with electrodes, has been developed for prostate imaging. This multi-modal imaging system aims to identify suspicious tumor regions based on their electrical properties and ultimately provide additional patient-specific targets from which to biopsy. Unfortunately, the open-domain geometry associated with TREIT represents a severely ill-posed problem due to the small number of measurements and unbounded imaging domain. Furthermore, reconstructing contrasts within the prostate volume is challenging because the conductivity differences between the prostate and surrounding tissues are much larger than the conductivity differences between benign and malignant tissues within the prostate. To help overcome these problems, anatomically accurate hard priors can be employed to limit estimation of the electrical property distribution to within the prostate volume; however, this requires the availability of structural information. Here, a method that extracts the prostate surface from US images and incorporates this surface into the image reconstruction algorithm has been developed to enable estimation of electrical parameters within the prostate volume. In this paper, the performance of this algorithm is evaluated against a more traditional EIT algorithm that does not use anatomically accurate structural information, in the context of numerical simulations and phantom experiments. The developed anatomically accurate hard-prior algorithm demonstrably identifies contrasts within the prostate volume while an algorithm that does not rely on anatomically accurate structural information is unable to localize these contrasts. While inclusions are identified in the correct locations, they are found to be smaller in size than the actual object due to the rapid decay in sensitivity at increasing distances from the probe surface. Despite this, identifying the size of the inclusion accurately may not be essential for biopsy guidance in a clinical setting; instead, knowledge of the general vicinity of a cancerous lesion may be sufficient for suggesting and guiding clinicians to extract additional biopsy cores.
Introduction
Transrectal Ultrasound (US) guided prostate biopsy procedures are the clinically established standard for prostate cancer diagnosis. During these procedures, US images provide purely anatomic information about the prostate and tissue core extraction sites are specified by systematic templates that are not patient specific. In the past two decades, significant research efforts have focused on establishing optimal templates which improve detection rates, malignant tumor localization, and negative predictive value of the biopsy procedure. There is opportunity to improve results by determining patient-specific sampling templates based on knowledge of the tumor location. Such templates could feature finer sampling in suspicious regions, for example, which would potentially lead to improvements in detection rates. Unfortunately, tumor location is generally not known prior to biopsy. To address this challenge, a novel multi-modal imaging system combining US and transrectal electrical impedance tomography (TREIT) has been constructed with the aim of identifying suspicious regions within the prostate based on well-established electrical property contrast between malignant and benign prostate , Gabriel et al 1996 . In this paper, a method that incorporates the US-based anatomic information extracted from this system into a reconstruction algorithm has been developed to enhance electrical property estimation for prostate imaging.
Background

System Description
The multi-modal imaging system features a commercial, 3D TRUS probe retrofitted with a rectangular array of thirty electrodes, as shown in Figure 1 . The probe generates a stack of 2D US images by sampling along sagittal or axial planes of the prostate. A flexible array of electrodes are rigidly attached to the probe surface leaving open an acoustic window with a 140 o aperture through which US images of the prostate can be recorded. The electrodes appear as reflections on the periphery of the ultrasound images and are used to co-register US and EIT images. The flexible circuit of electrodes is wired to a custom 32 channel data acquisition system controlled through a LabView programming environment; a complete description of the system can be found in Wan et al 2010 and Borsic et al 2010. The probe is mounted on a rigid, articulated arm that locks the probe in place to ensure stable positioning during data acquisition. A typical acquisition with the endorectal probe collects 61 axial US images at 1 mm intervals.
The TREIT system is used to acquire tetrapolar impedance measurements; current is driven between a pair of electrodes while the remaining electrodes record single-ended voltages. Measurements are repeated for different combinations of current drive electrodes, known as tetrapolar measurement patterns; in a typical acquisition, 504 linearly independent patterns are recorded across a frequency range of 400 Hz to 102.4 kHz.
Open-Domain Imaging
Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) estimates the electrical conductivity and permittivity distribution within a volume based on surface electrode measurements of voltage and current. In conventional closed-domain medical applications of EIT, exemplified in Figure 2a , a set of electrodes are applied to the skin, a pair of these electrodes injects and sinks an alternating current into the volume being imaged, and the resulting potentials are measured at other pairs of sensing electrodes; this procedure is repeated for different injection and sensing pairs. Using these measurements, conductivity and permittivity images can be reconstructed. In TREIT, electrodes are retrofitted to the surface of a commercial, endorectal US probe (TargetScan Ultrasound System, Envisioneering Medical Technologies, St. Louis, MO) and the volume in front of the electrode array is imaged. This open-domain geometry, illustrated in Figure 2b , makes TREIT particularly challenging as the current density and, consequently, sensitivity decreases rapidly with distance from the probe; this worsens the posedness of the already ill-posed EIT problem . The specific application of TREIT to prostate imaging has the added difficulty that 1) prostate conductivity is much higher than its surrounding tissue (i.e. # ~0.1 S/m vs. ~0.02 S/m at 10 kHz) (surrounding tissue = adipose tissue extracted from Gabriel 1996) and 2) malignant prostate tissues have lower conductivity than other benign prostatic tissues (i.e. 0.109 S/m vs. 0.134 S/m at 10 kHz) . These conductivity relationships suggest that a reconstruction algorithm must be able to both delineate the prostate from the lower conductivity tissue surrounding it and identify low conductivity inclusions (i.e. tumors) within it (i.e. identify an inclusion within an inclusion).
Prior Information in the Literature
One method of improving the posedness of EIT reconstruction algorithms is to incorporate prior information in the form of hard or soft priors. Soft priors have been used in EIT to favor changes in preferred directions and are generally implemented in the regularization functional (Borsic et al 2002 and Kaipio et al 1999) . Anisotropic regularization filters are used to relax constraints in the direction normal to the discontinuity of interest, such as inter-organ boundaries. The regularization functional is built in such a way that it favors certain directions more than others in the part of the domain where prior information is available, while maintaining uniform regularization weights for the background. Another technique, namely subspace regularization, employs a regularization functional with a null space that contains the true solution (Vauhkonen et al 1996) ; as a result, regularization draws the solution towards the prior. The solution space is developed using a priori information about the anatomy of the volume being imaged as well as the resistivities of its constituent tissues. An example reconstruction algorithm based on hard priors is the basis constraint method. This algorithm reconstructs a conductivity image as a linear combination of a set of basis images, where the basis images are an ensemble of conductivity models (Vauhkonen et al 1997) . Zhu et al 2003 presents a reconstruction scheme using a combination of near-infrared and ultrasound data, where co-registered ultrasound measurements are used to segment a tissue volume into lesion and background regions. A fine grid is constructed for the lesion region and a coarser grid is constructed for the background region and used for image reconstruction of the near-infrared data. Steiner et al 2008 proposes a 'fusion reconstruction' algorithm for a dual bio-electromechanical imaging system which uses Ultrasound Reflection Tomography (URT) to identify acoustic impedance boundaries in an imaging volume and sets up the regularization matrix to allow steeper conductivity gradients at these boundaries. Specifically, the regularization contribution of each element is based on the intensity of the element in the URT image in such a way that brighter elements are assigned lower regularization weights, allowing larger conductivity gradients at impedance boundaries.
Although hard priors can enhance reconstructed images, they require structural information which is typically not available in EIT. The dual modality TREIT/US system provides accurate structural information from the US images and enables incorporating US-based hard priors into the TREIT reconstruction.
Hard-Priors Reconstruction
US images of the prostate are insensitive to cancer making it difficult to differentiate between benign and cancerous tissue; however, they do provide anatomic information about the prostate and can be used as hard priors in EIT image reconstruction. In this paper, an 'anatomicallyaccurate hard-priors reconstruction algorithm' is introduced which leverages prior structural information obtained from US images of the prostate. This method significantly improves upon the reconstruction approach presented in Wan et al 2010, which is subsequently referred to as the 'wedge subvolume algorithm', by incorporating US-based structural information into the reconstruction.
Parameter Estimation
For both algorithms, a Tikhonov-regularized, nonlinear least-squares inverse formulation with an FEM mesh for the forward solution is used. The reconstructed conductivities, , are given by:
which is iteratively solved with the Newton-Raphson method using the conductivity update:
where δσ n is the conductivity update for iteration n and J n is the Jacobian of the forward operator V(σ) calculated for σ = σ n . Given the nonlinearity of the problem, a parabolic line search procedure is used (Nocedal and Wright 1996) :
where β is a scalar value determined by the line search process. Equations (2) and (3) are iterated to minimize the objective function in (1), until convergence.
Meshing and Image Reconstruction
Both algorithms use a dual-mesh approach for image reconstruction; a fine mesh is used to solve the forward problem and a coarser representation of the mesh is used for the inverse step. Since the geometry of the imaging probe is fixed, a mesh with 97,973 nodes and 541,604 tetrahedral elements is used to represent the probe, the electrodes and a volume around it, as illustrated in Figure 3a .
The coarse elements for which the conductivity is estimated are created by grouping neighboring elements of the fine mesh; this reduces the number of parameters to be estimated. Specifically, we generate a grid of points, known as 'seed points', in a sub-volume of the imaging domain and group elements of the fine mesh to these points based on proximity, to form coarse elements on which imaging parameters will be estimated. The wedge subvolume algorithm uses an arbitrary sub-volume of coarse elements which encloses the prostate for image reconstruction, while the developed approach creates an anatomically-accurate prostate sub-volume that is discretized into coarse elements on which reconstruction parameters are estimated. 
Arbitrary Coarse Mesh -Wedge subvolume algorithm
A grid of seed points are generated in a wedge-shaped sub-volume in front of the probe ( Figure  3b ) and grouped into a grid of coarse elements ( Figure 3c ). This volume encompasses the prostate and the tissue surrounding the prostate. Different resolutions of the coarse grid can be set in the radial, angular, and axial directions. Figure 3c shows an example of such a grid, where coarse pixels have been highlighted in red and green. In this example, the radial, angular, and axial dimensions were set to 10, 14 and 14 pixels, respectively. 
Anatomically Accurate Coarse Mesh -Prostatic subvolume algorithm
The workflow of the developed anatomically accurate prostatic subvolume algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . The process involves segmenting multiple axial US slices to identify the prostate boundary, generating a prostatic surface mesh based on these segmentations, generating a volumetric mesh of the union of this surface mesh and the base cylindrical mesh, and generating the coarse element representation of this volume mesh. 
Segmentation
Custom segmentation software was developed using Visualization ToolKit (VTK) functions and wxPython. The user-interface was optimized for a touch-screen monitor. The segmentation tool is based on the vtkContourWidget which was modified to allow users to draw contours on 2D US images by trailing their finger across the prostate boundary. As the user contours the images, a pixilated outline represented by Bézier curves appears in real-time (Figure 5b ).
Surface Mesh Generation
The stack of segmented images are converted into region-of-interest masks (Figure 5c ) using the poly2mask function in MATLAB and input to a Marching Cubes (MC) algorithm (Wu and Sullivan 2003) which produces a surface mesh of the prostate (Figure 5d ). The surface mesh is then decimated and smoothed, using vtkQuadraticDecimation and vtkSmoothPolyDataFilter, respectively, to generate a mesh with 2000 to 2800 surface elements (Figure 5e ). This range of surface elements preserves the general shape of the prostate while maintaining relatively low computation time for the reconstruction. 
Volume Mesh Generation
The surface representation of the prostate is embedded into the cylindrical volume used for image reconstruction. The volume mesh also includes the probe geometry and electrodes to properly model the flow of current within the domain. The smoothed surface mesh of the prostate is embedded into the FEM mesh of the imaging volume ( Figure 3a ) and a volume mesh of the consolidated surface is generated using the open-source software Tetgen (TetGen).
Generate Coarse Elements
A grid of 'seed points' are generated inside the prostate volume (Figure 6a and 6b) . Elements inside the prostate volume that are close to the seed points are then grouped together to form the coarse elements on which parameters of the reconstruction are estimated; a visualization of the coarse elements is shown in Figure 6c and 6d. All elements outside of the prostate are then clustered into a single coarse element for which a single conductivity value is estimated. By setting up relatively large coarse elements in the prostate volume, the imaging sensitivity within the prostate is improved, since the sensitivity of an element is proportional to its size. 
Performance Evaluation of the Hard-Priors Reconstruction Algorithms
A number of numerical and experimental tests designed to compare images reconstructed with the wedge subvolume algorithm against those reconstructions with the prostatic subvolume algorithm were conducted. All images shown in this section were computed using a difference reconstruction algorithm which estimates impedance changes between two EIT datasets. In the experimental protocol, a reference dataset is collected by imaging a tank filled with saline and no phantom prostate and a second dataset is obtained by imaging the tank with a phantom prostate submerged within the saline bath; the impedance differences between the two datasets are then reconstructed.
Numerical Experiments
In this section, synthetic data is used to compare the performance of the prostatic subvolume algorithm against the wedge subvolume algorithm. The latter approach features a wedge that extends 6 cm from the surface of the probe to encompass the prostate (Figure 3c ). The subvolume spans 140° in the horizontal plane, extending 70° in each direction from the sagittal plane of the probe. Inside the imaging volume, a coarse grid of pixels is generated with 10 coarse elements along the radial direction, 14 elements along the angular direction and 14 elements along the vertical direction.
A volumetric mesh was created and synthetic data was generated to numerically evaluate the algorithm. Specifically, the mesh contained a simulated prostate (= 0.25 Sm -1 ), with a 2 cm spherical inclusion (= 0.0625 Sm -1 ), embedded in a homogeneous background ( = 0.1 Sm -1 ) (see Figure 7 ). In the following two sections, simulated measurements were produced from the synthetic data and normally distributed noise was added to the measurements obtained from the forward solver to simulate actual experimental conditions.
Comparison between the developed algorithm and a simpler EIT reconstruction algorithm
Simulated data was generated with 0.1% additive noise and reconstructed with both algorithms using difference reconstructions; the reference measurements were obtained by computing the forward problem on a blank tank. This level of noise is particularly small, and representative of the best SNR that is practically achievable with state-of-the-art instrumentation. A noise level of 0.1%, although small, is challenging for this application, as the open-domain configuration of the electrodes represents a particularly ill-posed problem.
Difference reconstructions performed using the wedge subvolume algorithm (which does not use a priori information) were not able to identify contrasts within the prostate (Figure 7 -Second column). It is clear that the prostate was identified as a region of high conductivity but no discernible contrasts are visible within the prostate volume.
Difference reconstructions using the prostatic subvolume algorithm correctly identify and localize the inclusion (Figure 7 -Third column). These images report changes in conductivity with respect to a reference dataset collected from a 0.1 Sm -1 bath without the prostate; therefore, the absolute conductivity values are 0.1 Sm -1 higher than the values reported in Figure 7 . For instance, the conductivity of prostate inclusion (i.e. simulated tumor) is lower than the background conductivity of 0.1 Sm -1 and appears as a negative conductivity (= -0.0874 S/m) in the image; however, the absolute conductivity of this recovered inclusion is positive (= 0.0126 S/m).
The diameter of the reconstructed inclusion was estimated as the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of the conductivity profile of a single row of elements from the left wall of the prostate to the right wall, as illustrated in the plot of Figure 7 ; the diameter was found to be 1.037 cm which represents a relative error of 48.2% from the true value, 2 cm. By averaging conductivity values inside the reconstructed object and the prostate volume, the conductivity contrast between the inclusion and the prostate volume was found to be 15% versus the actual difference of 25%.
Performance of the prostatic subvolume algorithm at different noise levels
Synthetic data with additive noise of 0.05%, 0.075%, 0.1%, 0.15%, and 0.2% was generated and reconstructed using the developed algorithm. Because reconstructions are sensitive to the actual distribution of the additive noise, reconstructions at each noise level were repeated ten times with a different vector of additive noise and the worst-case reconstructions, where the inclusion was the least discernible, were used to evaluate the algorithm's performance.
Simulated inclusion in the middle of the prostate
The inclusion was correctly identified at noise levels of 0.05%, 0.075% and 0.1%, while reconstructions for noise levels of 0.15% and 0.2% did not isolate the object through repeated simulations (Figure 8 ). Based on these simulations, the developed algorithm shows good localization for noise levels of up to 0.1% and reconstructions at higher noise levels may not be accurate. From the simulations conducted, the worst-case reconstruction from each noise level is shown in Figure 8 . Using these images, the diameter of the recovered object was estimated as the FWHM using a single row of conductivity values sampled from the posterior wall to the anterior wall of the prostate; the size of localized inclusion for noise levels of 0.05%, 0.075% and 0.1% was found to be roughly the same (approximately 1cm; relative error of 50%).
Effect of different conductivity contrasts on the reconstruction
The effect of contrast on sensitivity was evaluated by reconstructing a prostate with an inclusion near the top, using synthetic data with no additive noise. Several configurations featuring different conductivities for the prostate and inclusion, in a homogeneous background of 0.1 Sm -1 were used to generate an ensemble of synthetic data. The reconstructions (Figure 9 ) clearly show that as the prostate's conductivity is lowered, while maintaining a constant conductivity ratio between prostate and inclusion, the image quality improves significantly. The results show correct localization for conductivity contrasts between the prostate and background of up to 1.8, for prostates that are at least three times as conductive as the inclusion. 
Effect of radial inclusion position on the reconstruction
To evaluate the algorithm's ability to discern inclusions far from the probes surface, five 0.18 Sm -1 prostate phantoms which feature 1 cm inclusions of conductivity 0.03 Sm -1 were simulated.
The inclusion is axially centered, and positioned between the posterior and anterior wall of the prostate at steps of 0.5 cm. Reconstructions of the phantom data with 0.05% additive noise are shown in Figure 10 ; the positions are referred to as positions 1 through 5 where position 1 is the closest to the probe and position 5 is the farthest from the probe.
The reconstructions show that the inclusion is not recovered correctly in positions 3, 4 and 5 and is recovered in the first two positions, albeit with low contrast in position 2. The EIT images of the three positions farthest from the probe reconstructed an artifact in a region close to the probe surface. These positions are far from the probe surface in regions where sensitivity decreases significantly. Furthermore, the algorithm appears to introduce artifacts near the probe surface to account for the small changes in measurements induced when an inclusion is present (even when positioned at far distances (> 1 cm) from the probe surface).
Figure 10 -Decreasing Radial Sensitivity: Reconstructions of simulated prostates using synthetic data with 0.05% noise: the phantoms feature a 1cm inclusion which is progressively moved from a high-sensitivity region to a lowsensitivity region. Row 1: Simulated phantom data. Row 2: Reconstructions of the simulated data shown in row 1.
Phantom Studies
The method outlined in Sections 3.4, which uses structural information as "priors" for reconstruction, was applied to a phantom experiment to evaluate the performance of the developed algorithm. An egg-shaped, agar phantom with a plastic inclusion centered in the phantom (Figure 11 ), was suspended approximately 3 mm from the surface of the probe using thin nylon wire, and imaged using the TREIT system (Figure 11) . The phantom had a conductivity of 0.25 Sm -1 and featured a plastic cube of dimensions 2 cm x 2 cm x 1.3 cm which was centered along the vertical axis of the phantom; the plastic inclusion is assumed to be a perfect insulator. The experiment was conducted in a cylindrical tank filled with 0.1 Sm -1 saline solution, which is 2.5 times lower than the agar conductivity. US and EIT data were acquired from the phantom; the US images were segmented and a volume mesh for the reconstruction was generated. Difference reconstructions were produced using the two algorithms in question. To evaluate the algorithms, difference imaging was employed instead of absolute imaging. This was purposely chosen to minimize any systematic or calibration hardware errors, and provide a more isolated means of assessing the performance of the two algorithms. The hard-priors reconstruction algorithm with a wedge sub-volume is able to identify the prostate but not the objects inside it (Figure 12 ). The algorithm does not correctly model the conductivity jump between the prostate and background tissue so recovering changes inside the prostate using this algorithm is challenging. The prostatic subvolume algorithm successfully localized the object within the prostate ( Figure  12 ). The agar phantom was identified as having higher conductivity (~ 0.5 -0.8 S/m) than the inclusion (<0 S/m) and the background (~ 0 S/m), however, the magnitude of the reconstructed conductivities was much larger than the actual conductivity of the phantom (0.5 -0.8 S/m versus 0.25 S/m). This over-shooting effect arises from insufficient measurement accuracy and the data-model mismatch term. Since regularization assumes a continuous distribution throughout the volume, the step change in conductivity at the interface between the inclusion and the prostate phantom cannot be accurately estimated, so the algorithm generates elements of higher conductivity around the inclusion.
The height of the recovered inclusion was estimated as the FWHM of a conductivity profile taken along the third column of pixels from the probe surface of the reconstructed image (see Figure 7 ). The height of the recovered object was found to be 1.7 cm; this represents a 31% relative error from the actual height of 1.3 cm. However, because the heights of the coarse elements ranged between 0.8 cm and 0.9 cm, the location and dimensions of the localized inclusion are within the error introduced by the chosen spatial resolution.
Discussion
For both numerical and experimental assessment, the wedge subvolume algorithm is able to identify the prostatic volume but not inclusions inside it (Figure 7 and 12, respectively). The prostate is a large volume whose conductivity is approximately five times higher than the background, while neoplasms in the prostate are smaller masses whose conductivities are only approximately 20% different from normal surrounding tissue ; the step change in conductivity at the prostate periphery has a significantly larger impact on the data-model mismatch than the electrical property differences of the various tissues within the prostate. While all elements outside the wedge subvolume are combined to form a single background element, there are still coarse elements within the wedge that represent peri-prostatic tissue. In addition, coarse elements within the wedge subvolume include both benign prostatic tissue and malignant prostatic tissue, which are the tissues of most clinical importance. Since the reconstruction has to fit the large step change in conductivity between the prostate and surrounding tissue within the wedge subvolume, conductivity differences within the prostate are not able to be accurately estimated since their effect on the boundary measurements are much smaller in comparison.
To overcome this problem, the prostatic subvolume algorithm groups together all tissues outside the prostate into a single coarse element for the reconstruction. As a result, the only tissues present within the subvolume are benign and malignant prostate. This implicitly limits the effect the background tissue has on the data-model mismatch term, and instead enables this term to be dominated by conductivity changes inside the prostate volume. Since a single background element can only account for some of the changes in the measurements, the reconstruction must account for these changes by driving the conductivity distribution inside the prostate volume towards a more optimal solution. Furthermore, by estimating a single conductivity value for the tissues surrounding the prostate, the number of parameters being estimated is reduced which improves the condition number of the inversion and decreases the ill-posedness of the problem.
The developed algorithm is able to identify the prostate and inclusion in cases where the inclusion is near the middle of the prostate. In phantom experiments, the dimensions and location of the recovered object were within the error introduced by the spatial resolution of the reconstruction. In simulated prostates, the recovered inclusion was smaller in size than the actual object (approximately 52% of the actual size for a 2cm spherical inclusion) and was shifted in space from its true location. Accurately determining the position of a contrast in EIT is difficult as the conductivity profile inside a volume is estimated based on boundary measurements. This problem is worsened in the case of TREIT imaging as the electrodes are used to image in an open domain and sensitivity decays rapidly with distance from the probe. The algorithm presents poorer localization in reconstructions of simulated phantoms that features inclusions near the longitudinal boundaries as the top (and bottom) of the prostate suffer from lower sensitivity than the middle of the prostate (i.e. Figure 9 ).
This decreased sensitivity can be assessed through analyses employing the Jacobian of the system. Specifically, the Jacobian employed to reconstruct the images displayed in Figure 12 can be used to compute the sensitivity of each coarse element. Figure 13a shows these sensitivity values along a vertical plane; as expected, the region of highest sensitivity is observed to be close to the probe surface. Based on this particular imaging geometry, the sensitivity at the top and bottom of the phantom are found to be only 81% and 76% of the sensitivity values computed at the middle of the phantom, respectively. The reduced sensitivity in these regions makes it difficult to accurately identify inclusions near the base and apex of the prostate.
Despite this, it is worth noting that the ratio between the largest and smallest sensitivities observed in the prostate is approximately 39. The problem is much better posed than the typical EIT inverse problems that do not use prior information; in these cases, sensitivities across the imaging domain can span 20 orders of magnitude (Borsic et al 2009) .
Furthermore, analyzing the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the Jacobian, J, provides additional insights into the reconstruction. The SVD of J can be written as:
The columns of the matrix, V (n × n) form n basis images ordered according to decreasing size of eigenvalues (Zadehkoochak et al 1991) . The matrix, U, assigns a weight to each basis image and Σ is a diagonal matrix of the singular values where the magnitude of each singular value indicates how much the basis image will be affected by noise. The lower basis images represents structures that are very close to the periphery; as the basis image index increases, finer structures occurring closer to the center are represented in the images. Therefore, smaller singular values correspond to finer structures, particularly near the image center. In other words, the lower eigenvalues in the image represent lower spatial frequencies while higher eigenvalues model faster spatial variations in the images. However, as the problem is ill-posed, smaller eigenvalues correspond to high-frequency conductivity distributions which produce little change in the measurements.
Using more eigenvalues in the reconstruction improves the resolution of the image at the cost of introducing further noise into the image. With Tikhonov regularization, the number of eigenvalues to include in the solution is implicitly controlled by the Tikhonov factor, α. Lower values of α introduce more eigenvalues into the reconstruction and place more emphasis on fitting the measurements to the model at the risk of introducing additional noise into the image. Higher values of α reduce the number of eigenvalues used in the reconstruction, which imposes smoothing on the image and reduces the amount of high-frequency noise in the image. Analyzing the distribution of the singular values of the Jacobians for the wedge subvolume algorithm and the prostatic subvolume algorithm provides useful information about the performance of the algorithms. The Jacobians of the two algorithms were decomposed using the SVD technique and the normalized singular values were plotted on a log scale, as shown in Figure 13b . The prostatic subvolume algorithm clearly has fewer singular values than the wedge subvolume algorithm since fewer parameters are being estimated. Based on the graph, the condition number of the problem is greatly improved with the prostatic subvolume algorithm in comparison to the wedge subvolume algorithm (10 -22 versus 10 -10 ). Limiting the reconstruction to the prostate volume reduces the number of parameters being estimated which improves the conditioning of the problem. 
Prostatic Wedge
The conductivity difference between the prostate and its surrounding tissue is much larger than the conductivity contrast between benign tissues and lesions in the prostate. Estimating values in a subvolume that encompasses the prostate forces the reconstruction to compute the step-change in conductivities between the prostate and background tissues; this can overshadow conductivity differences within the prostate volume since their effect on the measurements is much smaller in comparison. However, by adopting an anatomically accurate volume over which to estimate electrical properties, the step-change in conductivity at the prostate-background interface no longer needs to be computed; therefore, the reconstruction is forced to reduce the data-model mismatch by fitting changes within the prostate volume. Furthermore, as the reconstruction is limited to the prostate volume which is smaller than the imaging domain, fewer parameters are being estimated resulting in a better-posed and conditioned problem. The culmination of these factors is responsible for the improvements in the images presented.
Conclusions
The problem of reconstructing TREIT images is highly ill-posed due to the open-geometry nature of the problem. Furthermore, the inherently large difference in conductivity between the prostate and its surrounding tissue makes it difficult to identify contrasts within the prostate volume without the use of prior information. In this paper, a reconstruction scheme based on hard priors is introduced that restricts the estimation of electrical parameters to an anatomically accurate representation of the prostate volume. Manual segmentations of US images are used to generate a surface representation of the prostate, which is then incorporated into a FEM-based reconstruction mesh. The presented reconstruction algorithm, based on using prior information, for imaging of the prostate shows promise for recovering contrasts within the prostate volume in the context of numerical simulations and phantom studies. Numerical and phantom studies both demonstrate significant improvements in identifying inclusions within the prostate when the anatomically accurate prostatic subvolume algorithm is used. Numerical studies demonstrated more inaccuracies in identifying inclusions near the top or bottom of the phantom due to the reduced sensitivity in these regions. One technique for mitigating this difficulty might be to incorporate variably sized coarse elements in different regions of the prostate, where sizing is based on the sensitivity of the regions. Element sizes can be controlled by using non-uniform spacing between seed points in the prostate volume. This study demonstrates the value of using anatomically accurate prior information in reconstruction algorithms for EIT. Particularly for the case of TREIT imaging, this technique provides a way of recovering contrasts inside the prostate volume. Imaging using this technique provides a more feasible and efficacious approach for clinical deployment and further in vivo studies are warranted for assessing the potential clinical utility of TREIT for guiding prostate biopsy procedures.
